
Chapter 3

Endings and Beginnings (p. 57): 
Change “no Kindred of 13th generation or lower is 
welcome in the Camarilla.” to “no Kindred of 14th 
generation or lower is welcome in the Camarilla.”

Chapter 4

Nosferatu Bane (p. 85): 
Change “Revolting Flaw” to “Repulsive Flaw”

Chapter 5

Opposition (p. 119, first bullet point):
Change “table above” to “table below.”

Chapter 6

Set You Attributes (p. 144):
Change “Then pick four Attributes at three dots, and 
three Attributes at two dots.” to “Then pick three 
Attributes at three dots, and four Attributes at two 
dots.” (Table is correct).

Bonding (p. 180):
Change “a character might be a two-dot Bond Junkie 
with Short Bond” to “a character might be a Bond 
Junkie with Short Bond”.

Folkloraic Bane (p. 182): 
Change “Two-point folkloric banes include:” to “Folk-
loric banes include:”

Mawla (p. 192): 
Change “a coven of elder Mawali would be a three-dot 
Mawla group” to “a coven of elder Mawali would be a 
four-dot Mawla group”.

Status (p. 194): 
Change name of Flaw “Notorious” to “Suspect”.

Chapter 7

Humanity Table (p. 241): 
“Humanity 7” appears twice. Second instance from top 
should read “Humanity 5”.

Losing the Last Drop (p. 241): 
Change “All their Attributes and scores increase to 
5 for that scene;” to “All their Physical Attributes 
increase to 5 for that scene;”

Chapter 8

Auspex (p. 249):
Add “Level 3” header prior to Scry the Soul.

Prowess (p. 264): 
Change System text to: “When activated, add the 
Potence rating of the user to their unarmed damage 
value as well as to feats of Strength, and add half their 
Potence rating (round up) to their Melee damage.”

Fist of Caine (p. 266):
Change Duration to “One scene”.

Protean (p. 271):
Add “Level 5” header prior to Mist Form.

Chapter 9

Cover Table (p. 302)
Ignore the last two rows titled “Very Hard” and “Near-
ly Impossible”. (Table should end with “Murder Hole”.)
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